Become Part of our Editorial Vision!

About the brand

Pharmaceutical Manufacturing is an official brand of Putman Media, and includes a print magazine, website, digital and tablet editions, specialized newsletters and social media sites. The print magazine is available by subscription to qualified professionals, free of charge, and published 10 times per year. Pharmaceutical Manufacturing boasts five editorial eNewsletters containing original topical features, as well as the latest industry news and technical insights, delivered at regular intervals each month to the inboxes of readers who’ve specifically signed up to learn more about a topic.

Brand focus

Pharmaceutical Manufacturing is dedicated to being a key catalyst for improving the pharmaceutical industry’s

- Manufacturing risk scenarios
- Manufacturing and operational efficiencies
- Quality control/quality assurance programs
- Speed-to-market initiatives
- Drug and process development processes
- Compliance/validation programs

We are looking for actionable, inspiring examples – in all forms of media – of how thought-leaders within the industry are tackling the most pressing process development, manufacturing, packaging and supply chain challenges.
How you can get involved

➔ Contributed editorial pieces
Submit your feature stories, columns, blogs, technical articles and case studies

➔ Plant profiles
Allow our editors access – whether on site or virtually – to newly constructed or expanded plants, plants using new technology or shifting focus towards single-use
Example:

➔ Experts
Have your company’s experts join our consulted team of top experts in key fields. Experts can offer assistance answering brief industry questions, or submit their own questions and answers on pressing topics.
Examples:
http://www.pharmamanufacturing.com/experts/

Experts can also participate in topic-specific webinars
Examples:
http://www.pharmamanufacturing.com/fundamentals/

➔ Executive Profiles
Allow our editors to profile your Operations Executive to discuss new strategic plans and execution

➔ All Star Innovators
A celebration of technologies contributing to advancements in risk reduction, product quality improvement and manufacturing efficiency. Submit for consideration your company’s new products and technical innovation in the categories: analytical and monitoring devices, automation and control, bioprocessing, process hardware, solid dose, IT, and packaging
Examples:
http://www.pharmamanufacturing.com/all-star-innovators/
Pharmaceutical Manufacturing Editorial Submission Guidelines

Content requirements
Content is provided by members of the editorial staff, contributing editors, freelance writers and experienced professionals within the pharmaceutical industry. Preference is given to articles written by experts who work within the industry, including members of the manufacturing, regulatory, academic and consulting communities. Vendor-written content can be considered for publication in cases where the technology has not yet been widely adopted by the industry, or there is insufficient expertise within the user community.

Pharmaceutical Manufacturing presents an editorial mix of feature stories (industry issues and trends, technical articles, case studies, plant tours, interviews), news analyses, regular columns and opinion pieces about issues at the forefront of drug manufacturing.

Feature articles are generally between 1,200 and 2,500 words, though certain topics may demand fewer or more words and will be considered. Columns, opinion pieces, and news articles are between 500 and 1,000 words.

Art, photo, digital requirements
Preference will be given to any submission that includes engaging digital components – infographics, slideshares, videos, etc. Submitted photos should be photographed at an original size of at least 5X7 inches at a minimum 300 dpi resolution in .tiff or .jpeg format. PLEASE submit images as attachments rather than embedded in documents. All submitted photos or art should include corresponding captions. The author is responsible for obtaining permission for publication from the persons in each photograph and from the creator of any artwork submitted.

Style
Authors should write clear and concise prose in a conversational yet professional tone. Citations and footnotes are welcome though not mandatory. All submitted material is expected to be well-written and proofread by the authors for factual errors. Authors bear full responsibility for accuracy of information and quotations. Pharmaceutical Manufacturing generally follows Associated Press style for matters of style and usage as well as a style sheet specific to the editorial requirements of this publication. All submissions will be edited for clarity and grammar. Whenever possible, the editorial staff will contact an author to discuss questions of intention and interpretation.

Copyright
All contents copyright by Putman Media, except where otherwise expressly indicated.

Queries
All articles must be submitted via e-mail in Microsoft Word format. Pharmaceutical Manufacturing accepts unsolicited content, but prefers a brief summary outlining a proposed article’s topic, focus and relevance. All queries should be sent to Editor-in-Chief, Karen Langhauser, klanghauser@putman.net